
Our company is looking to fill the role of early talent. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for early talent

Own follow up to candidate questions and support candidate
communications over the course of the recruiting process
Work with agency partners and provide process and logistic information
support
Key user of Yello and iTMS Recruiting module for Early Talent Team
Liaise with the University & Early Talent team throughout the screening and
selection process
Ensuring that the programmes are continually improved alongside the HR
community and steering groups
Driving, where appropriate, the apprentice levy strategy into the
programmes
Driving brand recognition initiatives at our target universities to maximise
applications and brand understanding
Managing the personal development reviews, development centres and
general quality of performance of the graduate community
Create global, enterprise-wide strategies for high potential early career
leader talent pool development to ensure a diverse, robust pipeline prepared
to assume positions of increasing complexity and scale
Partner with the sectors, functions, and regions to lead the design, execution,
and data-based evaluation of programs and initiatives designed for high
potential early career leaders

Qualifications for early talent

Example of Early Talent Job Description
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Fluency in Romanian, native speaker or good verbal and written
communication skills to function within a professional work environment
Graduation date must be within the last 12 months
Fluency in Bulgarian, native speaker or good verbal and written
communication skills to function within a professional work environment
To save your application and come back to it at another time please ensure
you have completed the page you are working on, after which you can save
your application and return to it later
The bullets listed below are examples of typical physical requirements for
many jobs


